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Intro:  [G6/D Em7/D | GM13/A A7s4 :]  
[G6/D Em7/D | GM13/A A7s4 | Em |   ] From the 

 

[Em] Tower of Song you see the [Em] path run along the  
[C] narrow and straight to the [C] river of love…over  
[D] mountain high through the [D] valley below 
[Cadd9] see what you want [C] see how to go 
 

[Em] See where you are and what you [Em] you wanted to be 
[C] See all the places you [C] step into free 
[D] See the great di[Cadd9]vides, the promised [Em] lands [Em] 
 

Chorus: Down in the [C] woods and the [G] weeds there are  
[D] curses, there are [Cadd9] needs and  
[CM7] days that dim the [G] light and block the  
[D] way [D] …down in the  
[C] woods and the [G] weeds the  
[D] heart is made to [Cadd9] bleed 
[CM7] spilling it’s com[G]passion, hope and [D] love  
[D] leaving them behind in the  
[G6/D] blood [Em7/D | GM13/A A7s4 :] 

 

From an [Em] ivory mount you can [Em] survey and count all the  
[C] things you can own, the [C] things you can doubt…all the  
[D] ways to clone the [Cadd9] darkness into [Em] black [Em] 
 

[Em] see the pretenses, the [Em] fences and force 
[C] see how we circle as a [C] manner of course 
[D] stumbling towards the [C9] source…it’s so  
[D] easy to lose [D] true north  
 

Chorus: Down in the [C] woods and the [G] weeds there is  
[D] drama… there is [Cadd9] mean and 
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[CM7] days that dim the [G] light and block the  
[D] way [D] …down in the  
[C] woods and the [G] weeds the  
[D] heart is made to [Cadd9] bleed 
[CM7] spilling it’s com[G]passion, hope and [D] love  
[D] leaving them behind in the  

 

Bridge: [Am7] blood [Bm7 | CM7ii | Bm7] 
[Am7 | Bm7 | CM7ii | Bm7] Loving  
[Am7] hearts keep [Bm7] beating …their  
[CM7ii] blood keeps [Bm7] streaming 
[Am7] coursing and ca[Bm7]reening come a  
[CM7ii] flood… a [Dii] flood of compassionate blood  
[Dii] feeding from the river of [C] love (love) [G | D] 
[D] feeding from the river of [C] love (love) [G | D] 

 

Chorus: down in the [C] woods and the [G] weeds your  
[D] heart is made to [Cadd9] bleed 
[CM7] bursting with com[G]passion when full of   
[D] love [D]…down in the  
[C] woods and the [G] weeds the 
[D] path to set you [Cadd9] free is your 
[CM7] Loving Heart [G] and the Loving [D] Blood [D] 
[D] feeding from the river of [C] love (love) [G | D] 
[D] feeding from the river of [C] love (love) [G | D] 

 

Release:  The [C] Loving [G] Heart ..it [D] knows 
(knows the way home is to love) 

        The [C] Loving [G] Blood ..it [D] flows 
(feeding from the river of love) 

        Your [C] Loving [G] Heart it [D] shows you the  
 

Exit:  [G6/D] way [Em7/D | GM13/A A7s4] Loving 
[G6/D] Blood [Em7/D | GM13/A A7s4]  
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[G6/D] spill it [Em7/D | GM13/A A7s4 | Em ] 
 
 

G6/D [xx0453] Em7/D [xx0053] GM13/A [x04x53] A7s4 [x00053] 
Em [022000] C [x32010] D [xx0232] Cadd9 [x32030] 
G [320003] CM7 [x32000] Am7 [x02010] Bm7 [x24232] 
CM7ii [x35453] Dii [x57775]   

 


